MORGANTE • WILSON ARCHITECTS, LTD.
2834 CENTRAL STREET, EVANSTON, IL 60201
TEL. 847.332.1001
FAX. 847.332.2388
ARCHITECTURE  INTERIOR DESIGN  URBAN PLANNING

MORGANTE WILSON ARCHITECTS, LTD.
Morgante Wilson Architects, Ltd. is a diverse and vibrant group of 25 people committed to enriching our
community through design excellence. We specialize in residential design. We believe the optimum clientarchitect relationship results from closely working together as an active team. We garner clients’ trust through
carefully listening to their ideas, preferences and concerns. With expertise in architecture, interiors and respect
for landscape design, we are able to deliver a comprehensive and consistent project from start to finish.
POSITION:
Intermediate Interior Designer
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
We are looking for a mid-level interior designer who can manage small and medium sized projects with senior
level oversight. This would entail coordinating and attending meetings with the client, understanding and
working toward their interior design goals. Strong Autocad drawing skills and communication skills are
paramount as we are looking for someone who can draw up plans, elevations, pull product specs, create
concept boards, create budgets, potentially present to clients, create order proposals, get quotes from vendors,
and place and expedite orders. It is also important that this person be team oriented and amenable to switching
tasks/projects as needed to meet pending team deadlines. Experience in residential design is a must.
SKILLS/EXPERIENCE:
-Must be able to multi-task and work on multiple projects in design development phase, including drawing
furniture plans, product specification, pricing and scheduling of the work.
-Have working knowledge of furnishings specification and order processes. Must be familiar with mart
showroom products and sources.
-Should be savvy with color and material selections and putting together palettes
-Should have strong interpersonal skills and the ability to work directly/effectively with a client
-Needs to be comfortable building and maintaining project budgets in Excel
-Must have effective vendor coordination and implementation
-Must be well organized and very detail oriented
-Have strong communication skills and be able to work with grace under pressure
-Must be able to work in a collaborative team environment, but also capable of working independently
-Must have a valid drivers license
QUALIFICATIONS:
-BA or BFA in Interior Design or Interior Architecture, minimum of 3-4 years Studio experience.
-Desirable design software knowledge: AutoCAD, Photoshop, Sketchup, Studio IT & Microsoft Office.
CONTACT:
Please address your correspondence to Elissa Morgante at info@morgantewilson.com. Resumes, including
email address and phone number, should be sent by email only in PDF form. If we are interested we will contact
you.

